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The concept of finding fitting ergonomic standards is in principle interesting.
However, it is as yet unclear to what extent the potential paper might contribute to the furthering
of design communication, physical as well as digital, in the context of the forthcoming DCA
conference..
Serious doubts.
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The abstract is unclear, does not address the conference theme and does little to discuss
design communication of dimensioning in bangladesh. This could be an interesting project but
as written, the abstract needs too much work. Revise with clear description of methods and
process and cite your sources. Basic grammatical errors are too frequent and basic rules of
abstract writing are not followed here, consider a full rewrite.
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Missing references, in-text citations, and an image label
The purpose of the research is not clear
What methods did you use to investigate the anthropometry of Bangladeshi individuals?
What specific data did you analyze?  need to be more specific
What is the main reason of incorporating the new anthropometric standards to
Bangladeshi architectural design? – To reduce waste? This abstract may need more
background information and provide the specific rationale to support the research
purpose
Need more explanation about the “ergonomics” part also - check the title
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